



CASE STUDY

Cambridge Manor  
Retirement Residence



The Opportunity 

Cambridge Manor built by the Brenda Stafford Foundation is a 240-unit state of 
the art retirement residence designed for senior living and wellness in Calgary’s 
University District. This up-scale facility offers elderly a range of lifestyles including 
assisted living, enhanced care and memory care. Each of the 5 floors within the 
complex were designed with multi-generational needs and enhanced mobility in 
mind including walkability, accessibility and safety. The project required an 
extensive list of bathroom, living and common area door hardware solutions to 
meet the accessibility and safety needs of the building.  

The Solution 

Standard Metal Hardware was able to supply a complete line of bathroom 
accessibility hardware solutions and other architectural door hardware products to 
outfit the building at multiple stages of the project. The products used included 
door protection such as kick plates, corner guards and door pulls with back plates 
for high traffic areas. Inside each resident unit was decorated with a combination 
of easy to open flush pulls and door pulls installed on both swinging and barn 
style doors for easy accessibility. A series of bathroom safe flip-up grab bars were 
installed adjacent to the toilet and shower for safety. Administrative offices were 
outfitted with contemporary style custom architectural door pulls to align with the 
up-scale image of the building. This project demonstrated the versatility of 
Standard Metal Hardware as a one-stop-shop supplier for both quality 
commercial builder’s hardware and custom architectural door hardware solutions. 
Products were shipped timely and in multiple phases to meet the construction 
requirements of the distributor. The 217,000 square foot building opened in 2020 

to welcome new residents.  
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